Title: PROCESSING DEVICE HAVING A GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE FOR INDUSTRIAL VEHICLE

Abstract: A processing device having a graphical user interface includes a housing having a touch screen display that receives touch gesture commands from a vehicle operator. Still further, a set of controls is arranged on a front face of the housing. The set of controls include hardware control equivalents to the gesture commands recognized by the touch screen of the display. This allows industrial vehicle operators to wear gloves or other attire fitting for the task at hand, without undue interference interacting with the graphical user interface. Also, redundant control, e.g., via gesture commands recognized by the touch screen of the display and corresponding controls in the user control section, allow the vehicle operator to use which ever data input option is most convenient for speed, convenience, workflow, etc.
PROCESSING DEVICE HAVING A GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE
FOR INDUSTRIAL VEHICLE

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present disclosure relates to electronic systems for industrial vehicles that collect and present information to a user via a graphical user interface.

BACKGROUND ART

Wireless strategies are being deployed by business operations, including distributors, retail stores, manufacturers, etc., to improve the efficiency and accuracy of business operations. Wireless strategies may also be deployed by such business operations to avoid the insidious effects of constantly increasing labor and logistics costs.

In a typical wireless implementation, workers are linked to a management system executing on a corresponding computer enterprise via mobile wireless transceivers. The wireless transceivers are used as interfaces to the management system to direct workers in their tasks, e.g., by instructing workers where and/or how to pick, pack, put away, move, stage, process or otherwise manipulate the items within a facility. The wireless transceiver may also be used in conjunction with a suitable input device to scan, sense or otherwise read tags, labels or other identifiers to track the movement of designated items within the facility.

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION

According to aspects of the present disclosure, a processing device having a graphical user interface is provided, which mounts on an industrial vehicle. The processing device includes a housing having a front face, where the front face defines a display section and a control section. A touch screen display is provided within the display section of the front face of the housing, which can receive touch gesture commands. Moreover, a set of controls is arranged within the control section of the front face of the housing. A controller is communicably connected to the touch screen display and each control of the set of controls. The controller is operatively programmed to detect gesture commands entered by an operator through interaction with the touch screen display, and to detect operator interactions with any of the controls in the set of controls.
Notably, the controller is operatively programmed such that an up swipe gesture command implemented on the touch screen display and operation of a first control in the set of controls designated as an up control both map to a first graphical user interface command, a right swipe gesture command implemented on the touch screen display and operation of a second control in the set of controls designated as a right control both map to a second graphical user interface command, a left swipe gesture command implemented on the touch screen display and operation of a third control in the set of controls designated as a left control both map to a third graphical user interface command, a down swipe gesture command implemented on the touch screen display and operation of a fourth control in the set of controls designated as a down control both map to a fourth graphical user interface command, and a select gesture command implemented on the touch screen display and operation of a fifth control in the set of controls designated as a select control both map to a fifth graphical user interface command.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS**

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an industrial vehicle computing enterprise, according to aspects of the present disclosure;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a special purpose processing device on an industrial vehicle, according to aspects of the present disclosure herein;

FIG. 3A is an illustration of the processing device of FIG. 2, implemented as a graphical user interface having a touch screen display and a corresponding vehicle operator control section, according to aspects of the present disclosure;

FIG. 3B is a schematic representation of the display of FIG. 3A mounted to an industrial vehicle such as a forklift truck;

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of operational components executed by a processor of the special purpose processing device of FIG. 2;

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram illustrating an array of widget for display on the touch screen display of FIG. 3, according to aspects of the present disclosure;

FIG. 6 is a schematic screen shot of a screen display for presentation on the touch screen display of FIG. 3, according to aspects of the present disclosure;

FIG. 7 is a schematic screen shot of a screen display with first message type for presentation on the touch screen display of FIG. 3, according to aspects of the present disclosure;
FIG. 8 is a schematic screen shot of a screen display with second message type for presentation on the touch screen display of FIG. 3, according to aspects of the present disclosure;

FIG. 9 is a schematic screen shot of a screen display with third message type for presentation on the touch screen display of FIG. 3, according to aspects of the present disclosure;

FIG. 10 is a schematic screen shot of a screen display with fourth message type for presentation on the touch screen display of FIG. 3, according to aspects of the present disclosure;

FIG. 11 is a schematic illustration of the processing device of FIG. 3 displaying widgets according to aspects of the present disclosure herein; and

FIG. 12 is a block diagram of a computer processing system capable of implementing any of the systems, components, or processes described more fully herein.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

According to various aspects of the present disclosure, a processing device having a graphical user interface is provided, which is suitable for use on an industrial vehicle. The processing device includes a housing having a front face, where the front face defines a display section and a vehicle operator control section. A touch screen display is provided within the display section of the front face of the housing. The touch screen display receives touch gesture commands from a vehicle operator.

Still further, a set of controls (e.g., designated as up, down, left, right, and select) is arranged within the vehicle operator control section of the front face of the housing. The set of controls include hardware control equivalents to the gesture commands recognized by the touch screen of the display. A controller is communicably connected to the touch screen display and the set of controls. The controller detects interactions with the touch screen display and the set of controls such that an up swipe gesture command on the touch screen and operation of the up control within the control section both map to the same first graphical user interface command. The first graphical user interface command may comprise, for instance, a command to navigate up one menu option, scroll up in an image that is too large to fit in the area of the display screen, etc.
The controller maps the right swipe gesture command on the touch screen and operation of the right control within the control section to the same second graphical user interface command. The second graphical user interface command may comprise, for instance, scrolling to the right to expose new widgets, scrolling through a set of option choices within a menu, scrolling to the right of an image that is too large to fit in the area of the display screen, etc.

The controller likewise maps the left swipe gesture command on the touch screen and operation of the left control within the control section both to the same third graphical user interface command. The third graphical user interface command may comprise, for instance, scrolling to the left to expose new widgets, scrolling back out of a set of option choices within a menu, scrolling to the left of an image that is too large to fit in the area of the display screen, etc.

The controller also maps the down swipe gesture command on the touch screen and operation of the down control within the control section to the same fourth graphical user interface command. The fourth graphical user interface command may comprise, for instance, a command to navigate down one menu option, scroll down in an image that is too large to fit in the area of the display screen, etc.

The controller yet further maps the element select gesture command on the touch screen (e.g., touch, press, release, etc.) and operation of the select control within the control section to the same fifth graphical user interface command. The fifth graphical user interface command may be to execute an enter command, select command, acknowledgement command, clear command, etc.

This allows industrial vehicle operators to wear gloves or other equipment suitable for (or otherwise required by) the assigned task, without undue interference interacting with the graphical user interface. Also, redundant control, e.g., via gesture commands recognized by the touch screen of the display and corresponding controls in the vehicle operator control section, allow the vehicle operator to use whichever option is most convenient for speed, convenience, workflow, etc.

According to further aspects of the present disclosure, the graphical user interface enables customization of industrial vehicle operational information, including customization of widgets, messaging, themes, language and other features. Moreover, in an example implementation, the vehicle operator input controls interact with, or control, elements in the graphical user interface as viewed on the display. As such, a vehicle operator can interact with the processing device, e.g., to respond to
requests for information, to set up, organize, customize, etc., widgets and other display elements, or otherwise provide feedback to the processing device using the controls of the graphical user interface, the touch screen features of the display, or combinations thereof.

The disclosure herein improves the technologies of industrial vehicles, operator-to-machine interaction, operation of an industrial vehicle in a work environment, and effective information push to the operator and information retrieval by the operator. In particular, various aspects of the present disclosure address the technical problem of computer interaction in industrial environments by providing dual controls implemented as touch screen gesture commands and hardware equivalent controls that are collocated adjacent to one another in a common housing. The present disclosure also addresses the technical problem of efficiently and effectively displaying (and optionally selectively obscuring and revealing) data including operational factors including time, industrial vehicle operating conditions and/or state, environmental conditions and/or state, operator conditions and/or state, combinations thereof, etc.

The processes set out herein are necessarily rooted in computer technology to overcome problems arising with graphical user interfaces in industrial applications. In this regard, the processing devices set out herein are not merely general purpose computer components. Rather, the processing devices are special purpose machines built specifically for industrial vehicles used in dynamic and mobile work environments that can require multiple modes of operator interaction and operation.

The technical solutions herein bring about several technical effects, including an ability to seamlessly and dynamically switch between touch gesture commands and hardware counterparts as the job and the specific application dictates. The technical solutions also bring about improved industrial vehicle performance via efficient and effective display of relevant information, including vehicle operating conditions and/or state, environmental conditions and/or state, operator conditions and/or state, combination thereof, etc.

**System Overview:**

Turning now to the figures and in particular to FIG. 1, a general diagram of a computer system 100 is illustrated according to various aspects of the present disclosure. The illustrated computer system 100 is a special purpose (particular)
system that operates in a manner that enables industrial vehicles to communicate wirelessly across a computer enterprise. The computer system 100 comprises a plurality of hardware processing devices (designated generally by the reference 102) that are linked together by one or more network(s) (designated generally by the reference 104).

The network(s) 104, e.g., wired or wireless networks, provide communications links between the various processing devices 102 and may be supported by networking components 106 that interconnect the processing devices 102, including for example, routers, hubs, firewalls, network interfaces, wired or wireless communications links and corresponding interconnections, cellular stations and corresponding cellular conversion technologies (e.g., to convert between cellular and TCP/IP, etc.).

A processing device 102 can be any device capable of communicating over the network 104. In certain contexts and roles, a processing device 102 is intended to be mobile (e.g., a hardware-based processing device 102 provided on an industrial vehicle 108 such as a forklift truck, reach truck, stock picker, turret truck, tow tractor, rider pallet truck, walkie stacker truck, etc.). In this regard, industrial vehicles include a processing device 102 that communicates wirelessly to the network 104 to carry out the features described herein. Under such circumstances, the industrial vehicles 108 can wirelessly communicate through one or more access points 110 to a corresponding networking component 106. Also, the industrial vehicles 108 can be equipped with WiFi, cellular or other suitable technology that allows the processing device 102 on the industrial vehicle 108 to communicate directly with a remote device (e.g., over the networks 104).

The illustrative computer system 100 also includes a hardware server 112 (e.g., a web server, file server, and/or other processing device) that supports an analysis engine 114 and corresponding data sources (collectively identified as data sources 116). The analysis engine 114 and data sources 116 provide the resources processing devices 102 installed on industrial vehicles 108.

**Industrial Vehicle:**

Referring to FIG. 2, a processing device 202 is provided on an industrial vehicle 108. The processing device 202 is equivalent to and an example embodiment of the processing device 102 on the industrial vehicle 108 in FIG. 1. Here, the
processing device 202 is a special purpose, particular hardware computer, such as a
device that mounts to or is otherwise integrated with the industrial vehicle 108. The
processing device 202 includes a processor coupled to memory to carry out
instructions. However, the execution environment of the processing device 202 is
further tied into the native electronics of the industrial vehicle 108 making it a
particular machine different from a general purpose computer.

The illustrated processing device 202 is implemented as an information
linking device that comprises the necessary circuitry to implement communication
with a remote server, data and information processing for processing vehicle data, and
wired (and optionally wireless) communication to components of the corresponding
industrial vehicle 108 to which the processing device 202 is mounted.

According to aspects of the present disclosure, the processing device 202
is implemented as a main component 204 and a service component 206, which couple
together to create an integrated device. The service component 206 is field-
replaceable and includes a display (e.g., a LCD), a set of user input controls (e.g., a
touch screen, buttons, switches, encoders, etc.), and any necessary data processing
circuitry. In this regard, the service component 206 provides a graphical user
interface to the processing device 202.

**Graphical User Interface Component:**

Referring briefly to FIG. 3A, a graphical user interface 302 is illustrated as
an example implementation of the graphical user interface component 206 (FIG. 2).
The graphical user interface 302 includes a housing 304 having a front face 306
defining a display section 308 and a vehicle operator control section 310. A touch
screen display can be provided within the display section 308 of the front face 306 of
the housing 304. Also, a set of controls is arranged within the vehicle operator
control section 310 of the front face 306 of the housing 304.

For instance, a display 308A within the display section 308 can include for
instance, a liquid crystal display (LCD) screen, a light emitting diode (LED) screen, a
plasma screen, etc. Moreover, the display 308A can include the appropriate
technology to implement a touch screen so as to respond to gesture controls
implemented by touching the screen, pressing against or releasing from the screen,
swiping across the screen, performing other gesture functions associated with the
display, etc., (collectively referred to herein as gesture commands). As such the
display can be a touch screen display 308A.

The vehicle operator control section 310 can include buttons, switches, sliders, encoders, knobs, voice recognition, keypad, other forms of receiving vehicle
operator input, combinations thereof, etc.

For instance, in an example implementation, the set of controls 310 is
collocated with the touch screen display 308A. For instance, the set of controls 310 is
aligned to the right side of the touch screen display 308A as buttons arranged in a
vertical proportion while still providing a navigational pattern logic to the set of
controls 310.

As illustrated, the vehicle operator control section 310 includes an up
control (first control), i.e., up direction button 310A, a right control (second control),
i.e., a right direction button 310B, a left control (third control), i.e., a left direction
button 310C, a down control (fourth control), i.e., a down direction button 310D, and
a select control (fifth control), i.e., a select/enter button 310E.

Alternatively, or in addition to the above, the vehicle operator control
section 310 can include additional input devices, such as an optional rotary encoder
310F. In an alternative embodiment, one or more of the buttons (e.g., the buttons
310B, 310C) can be replaced by the rotary encoder 310F or other suitable control
element. For instance, a first control (e.g., right control) is implemented by rotating
the encoder in a first direction (e.g., to the right) and the second control (left control)
is implemented by rotating the encoder in a second direction (e.g., to the left) opposite
the first direction.

The user input controls interact with, or control, elements in the graphical
user interface as viewed on the display. As such, an operator of the industrial vehicle
can interact with the processing device 202, e.g., to respond to requests for
information, to set up, organize, customize, etc., widgets and other display elements,
or otherwise provide feedback to the processing device 202.

Referring to FIG. 3B, the graphical user interface 302 of a corresponding
processing device 202 is illustrated mounted, to a support bar 352 of an industrial
vehicle 108 implemented as a sit down forklift for convenience of illustration. In
practice, the graphical user interface 302 can be mounted in, on, to, integrated with, or
otherwise provided for various types of industrial vehicles, including but not limited
to a forklift truck, reach truck, stock picker, turret truck, tow tractor, rider pallet truck,
walkie stacker truck, etc.). Here, the housing of the graphical user interface 302 can be mounted to the inside or outside of the corresponding industrial vehicle.

In this regard, the size, shape, and other physical characteristics can vary depending upon the application. For instance, if the housing of the graphical user interface 302 is mounted inside an industrial vehicle, the front face can conform to neighboring structures, e.g., instrument/control cluster, etc. If mounted to the industrial vehicle, e.g., to the support bar 352, mounts, a harness, and other supporting structures may be provided. As such, the processing device herein is adaptable to multiple mounting options for different industrial vehicle types and modes (with or without operator, i.e., operator controlled, semi-automated, fully automated, etc.).

In certain implementations, regardless of the form factor of the housing, the processing device maintains a constant relationship between the display 308A and vehicle operator control section 310 independent of the front face shape or housing size.

Main Component:

Referring back to FIG. 2, in an illustrative example, the processing device 202 is connected to a transceiver 212 for wireless communication. Although a single transceiver 212 is illustrated for convenience, in practice, one or more wireless communication technologies may be provided (e.g., WiFi, Bluetooth, and cellular). For instance, the transceiver 212 may be able to communicate with a remote server, e.g., server 112 of FIG. 1 via 802.11 across the access points 110 of FIG. 1. The transceiver 212 may also optionally support other wireless communication, such as cellular, Bluetooth, radio frequency (RF), infrared (IR) or any other technology or combination of technologies. For instance, using a cellular to IP bridge, the transceiver 212 may be able to use a cellular signal to communicate directly with a remote server, e.g., a manufacturer server. The transceiver 212 connects to the processing device 202 via a suitable electrical connection 214, e.g., an Ethernet connection. However, the transceiver 212 can connect to the processing device 202 using other connections. Alternatively, the transceiver 212 can be built in or otherwise integral with the processing device 202.

The processing device 202 also comprises data processing circuitry that implements a controller, e.g., illustrated as a controller 216. The controller 216 includes a processor coupled to memory for implementing computer instructions,
including the relevant processes, or aspects thereof, as set out and described more fully herein. The controller 216 can also include other necessary processing circuitry and software, such as for implementing a display engine, camera processing engine, data processing engine(s), etc. In this regard, the controller 216 can include additional support circuitry, e.g., video ports, camera ports, input/output ports, etc. Moreover, the memory can include memory that stores processing instructions, as well as memory for data storage, e.g., to implement one or more databases, data stores, registers, arrays, etc. Additionally, the controller 216 implements processes such as operator log on, pre-use inspection checklists, data monitoring and other features, examples of which are described more fully in U.S. Pat. No. 8,060,400 to Wellman, the entirety of which is hereby incorporated by reference herein.

The processing device 202 can also optionally include vehicle power enabling circuitry 218 that is controlled by the controller 216 to selectively enable or disable the industrial vehicle 108 and/or selectively enable or disable select components of the industrial vehicle 108. In certain implementations, the controller 216 controls the vehicle power enabling circuitry 218 to partially enable the industrial vehicle for operation, or fully enable the industrial vehicle for operation, e.g., depending upon proper operator login. For instance, the industrial vehicle power enabling circuitry 218 can provide selective power to components via a suitable power connection, or otherwise command certain vehicle components not to respond to vehicle operator control via vehicle messaging, e.g., across one or more vehicle communication busses.

In certain implementations, the processing device 202 includes a monitoring input/output (I/O) component 220 to communicate via wired or wireless connection between peripheral devices mounted to or otherwise on the industrial vehicle, such as cameras, sensors, meters, encoders, switches, etc. (collectively represented by reference numeral 222) and the controller 216. The monitoring input/output (I/O) component 220 may also be connected to other devices, e.g., third party devices 224 such as RFID scanners, displays, meters, bar code scanners, cameras, or other devices to convey information to the controller 216.

The processing device 202 is coupled to and/or communicates with other industrial vehicle system components via a suitable industrial vehicle network system 226, e.g., at least one vehicle network bus. The industrial vehicle network system 226 is any wired or wireless network, bus or other communications capability (or
combination of multiple, independent networks, busses or other communications capabilities) that allows electronic components of the industrial vehicle 108 to communicate with each other. As an example, the industrial vehicle network system 226 may comprise a controller area network (CAN) bus, ZigBee, Bluetooth, Local Interconnect Network (LIN), time-triggered data-bus protocol (TTP), RS422 bus, Ethernet, universal serial bus (USB), other suitable communication strategy, or combinations thereof.

For instance, the controller 216 can communicate with native vehicle electronic components such as controllers (hydraulic, traction, etc.), modules such as a battery monitor, devices such as impact sensors, etc. (collectively 228).

The controller 216 of the processing device 202 can also communicate with a fob 230 (or keypad, card reader or any other device) for receiving operator log in identification.

According to yet further aspects of the present disclosure, the processing device 202 can communicate with an environmental based location tracking device 232 that is provided on the industrial vehicle 108. The environmental based location tracking device 232 enables the industrial vehicle 108 to be spatially aware of its location within a local space, e.g., within a warehouse.

As will be described more fully herein, utilization of the industrial vehicle network system 226 enables seamless integration of the components of the industrial vehicle 108 with the processing device 202, and in particular, the controller 216. By way of example, the industrial vehicle network system 226 enables communication between the controller 216 and the native electronics including a vehicle control module, controllers (e.g., traction controller, hydraulics controller, etc.), vehicle specific modules and other electronic devices 228 of the industrial vehicle 108, a fob reader 230, environmental based location tracking 232, etc. Also, the controller 216 can facilitate the communication of information from any electronic peripheral devices 222 or third party devices 224 associated with the industrial vehicle 108 (e.g., via the monitoring I/O 220 bridging data to other vehicle resources) that integrate with and can communicate over the network system 226.

Thus for example, the processing device 202 connects with, understands and is capable of communication with native vehicle components, such as controllers, modules, devices, bus enabled sensors, displays, lights, light bars, sound generating
devices, headsets, microphones, haptic devices, etc. (collectively referred to by reference numeral 228).

**GUI Controller:**

Referring generally to FIGS. 2, 3A and 3B, the controller 216 includes a hardware processor coupled to physical memory and is capable of carrying out computer-executed processes in a hardware system. In this regard, the processes, architectures and organizations described herein may be implemented on computer-readable hardware that stores machine-executable program code, where the program code instructs the processor to implement the described features.

The processor of the controller 216 executes the program code stored in the memory to implement a graphical user interface control architecture that passes information to, and receives information from the graphical user interface 302.

In particular, the controller 216 provides several distinct control functions, which all interact with, and impact the manner in which the graphical user interface module 206 (FIG. 2) presents and receives information via the display 308A when interacting with a vehicle operator. The features set out in simplified block diagram form, are executed by the controller 216 (FIG. 2).

Referring to FIG. 4, a control architecture 400 for a graphical user interface is illustrated. The control architecture 400 is executed in an illustrative example, by the controller 216 of FIG. 2 (microprocessor coupled to memory), and includes a graphical user interface (GUI) controller component 402 that controls a plurality of sub-algorithms (components) that affect the manner in which the processing device 202 interacts with the vehicle operator. In this regard, the GUI controller component 402 communicates with each sub-algorithm/component and further communicates with the graphical user interface module 206 (FIG. 2) to present information to the vehicle operator via the display 308A (FIG. 3A), and to receive information from the vehicle operator, e.g., via touch/gesture controls received through touching the display 308A (FIG. 3A) and/or interacting with a control within the vehicle operator control section 310 (FIG. 3A) of the graphical user interface 302 (FIG. 3A). In this regard, the GUI controller component 402, is also communicably connected to the touch screen display 308A and the set of controls 310 in the control section as described with reference to FIG. 3A.
In an example implementation, the GUI controller component 402 is operatively programmed to receive and process gesture commands from a vehicle operator touching or otherwise interacting with the display 308A (FIG. 3), such as via touch, press, release, swipe, scroll, gesture proximate to, etc. Received gesture commands can include a first touch gesture command implemented as an up swipe gesture command, a second touch gesture command implemented as a right swipe gesture command, a third touch gesture command implemented as a left swipe gesture command, a fourth touch gesture command implemented as a down swipe gesture command, and a fifth touch gesture command implemented as a select gesture command.

Likewise, the GUI controller component 402 is operatively programmed to receive and process vehicle operator inputs from the vehicle operator control section 310 (FIG. 3) of the graphical user interface. The set of controls include hardware control equivalents to the gesture commands recognized by the touch screen of the display.

For instance, the GUI controller component 402 maps and/or processes operation of a first control designated as an up control (e.g., via a vehicle operator pressing the up direction button 310A of FIG. 3), and the up swipe gesture command on the touch screen display, to trigger to a first graphical user interface command. That is, an up swipe gesture command implemented on the touch screen display and operation of a first control in the set of controls designated as an up control both map to a first graphical user interface command.

The GUI controller component 402 maps and/or processes operation of a second control designated as a right control (e.g., via a vehicle operator pressing the right direction button 310B of FIG. 3), and the right swipe gesture command, to trigger to a second graphical user interface command. That is, a right swipe gesture command implemented on the touch screen display and operation of a second control in the set of controls designated as a right control both map to a second graphical user interface command.

The GUI controller component 402 maps and/or processes a third control designated as a left control (e.g., via a vehicle operator pressing the left direction button 310C of FIG. 3), and the left swipe gesture command, to trigger to a third graphical user interface command. That is, a left swipe gesture command implemented on the touch screen display and operation of a third control in the set of controls designated as a left control both map to a third graphical user interface command.
controls designated as a left control both map to a third graphical user interface command.

The GUI controller component 402 maps and/or processes a fourth control designated as a down control (e.g., via a vehicle operator pressing the down direction button 310D of FIG. 3) and the down swipe gesture command, to trigger to a fourth graphical user interface command. That is, a down swipe gesture command implemented on the touch screen display and operation of a fourth control in the set of controls designated as a down control both map to a fourth graphical user interface command.

The controller component 402 maps and/or processes a fifth control designated as a select control (e.g., via a vehicle operator pressing the select/enter button 310E of FIG. 3) and the select gesture command to trigger to a fifth graphical user interface command. That is, a select gesture command implemented on the touch screen display and operation of a fifth control in the set of controls designated as a select control both map to a fifth graphical user interface command.

As noted in greater detail herein, the various controls (first through fifth) can be implemented on a single input device, e.g., a keypad, or via separate controls, e.g., discrete buttons, one or more encoders, etc.

The first graphical user interface command may comprise, for instance, a command to navigate a display of information provided in the display 308A of the graphical user interface vertically, e.g., navigate up one menu option or information screen, scroll up in an image that is too large to fit in the area of the display screen, to increment a value that the vehicle operator must provide as an input while interacting with the display screen, etc.

The second graphical user interface command may comprise, for instance, a command to navigate a display of information provided in the display 308A of the graphical user interface horizontally/laterally, e.g., to scroll across widgets (e.g., to expose new widgets or reveal hidden widgets), to drill across menus or menu option choices, navigate right one menu option, scroll to the right in an image that is too large to fit in the area of the display screen, to index or otherwise modify a data entry value that the vehicle operator must provide as an input while interacting with the display screen, etc.

The third graphical user interface command may comprise, for instance, a command to navigate a display of information provided in the display 308A of the
graphical user interface horizontally/laterally, e.g., to scroll across widgets (e.g., to expose new widgets or reveal hidden widgets), to drill across menus or menu option choices, navigate left one menu option, scroll to the left in an image that is too large to fit in the area of the display screen, to index or otherwise modify a data entry value that the vehicle operator must provide as an input while interacting with the display screen, etc.

The fourth graphical user interface command may comprise, for instance, a command to navigate a display of information provided in the display 308A of the graphical user interface vertically, e.g., navigate down one menu option or information screen, scroll down in an image that is too large to fit in the area of the display screen, to decrement a value that the vehicle operator must provide as an input while interacting with the display screen, etc.

The fifth graphical user interface command enables the operator to select a menu option, enter a response, accept a value, trigger an action, clear a message, set or stop a timer, execute an enter command, execute a select command, enter an acknowledgement command, or otherwise interact with the information displayed in the graphical user interface or in an in-focus portion thereof.

The first, second, third, fourth, and fifth graphical user interface commands will thus vary in function depending upon what is currently being displayed on the display 308A, examples of which are described in greater detail herein.

However, the redundancy of the gesture controls generated by touching or otherwise interacting with the display 308A and using the corresponding controls (e.g., buttons 310A-310E) in the vehicle operator control section 310 facilitates operation of the processing device 202, even in harsh environments. For instance, some forklift operators wear gloves, such as where operating in refrigerated areas of a warehouse. Moreover, the positioning of the buttons in close proximity (on the same housing) as the display 308A facilitates operator interaction by keeping the operator consistently focused in a common area regardless of interaction with the screen or tactile controls (e.g., buttons) when interacting with the graphical user interface 302. Thus, in this configuration, the buttons are co-located with the touch screen of the display.

The GUI controller component 402 also facilitates customization of the user interaction experience. For instance, the GUI controller component 402 interacts
with a user management component 404. The user management component 404 is responsible for storing personalized settings that are passed from the controller 216, such as information read in response to an operator logging into a corresponding industrial vehicle via the FOB reader 230 of FIG. 2, or via logging onto the vehicle using the graphical user interface 302. In an illustrative example, the user management component 404 is used to store a vehicle operator performance tuning level, a theme preference, a language preference, unit measurement preference (e.g., metric or English), widget arrangement, etc. A generic template can be provided where there is no customization data available for a specific vehicle operator.

The themes may be set or limited based upon a vehicle operator level, truck level, company level, etc. Moreover, the user-selected theme can be temporarily overridden for certain vehicle specific functionality, e.g., to provide an inspection checklist, to provide certain diagnostic information, etc. For instance, a system supervisor may decide to not allow theme customization, and can thus lock out that feature from appearing as a user settable parameter.

The GUI controller component 402 also communicates with a system management component 406. The system management component 406 can be utilized to control the allowable operator-specific settings, e.g., by limiting, disabling, enabling, etc., features. For instance, in an example implementation, the system management component 406 controls the ability of the vehicle operator to configure themes, language preference, widget arrangement, widget customization, etc.

The GUI controller component 402 still further communicates with a truck management component 408. The truck management component 408 controls information about the specific industrial vehicle 108 to which the processing device 202 is installed. For instance, the truck management component 408 can include information about the maximum fork height, maximum weight, battery charge, or other vehicle specific characteristics.

The GUI controller component 402 still further communicates with a language format component 410, which can be used to set a preferred language for the display of text on the display 308A. In particular, the language format component 410 manages the strings that need to be translated to be pushed to the display 308A, font, text alignment, direction, and other features that affect readability of the desired information by the vehicle operator.
The GUI controller component 402 still further interacts with a communication component 412, which controls the communication of the GUI controller component 402 with other vehicle controllers, modules, devices, sensors, third party devices, etc., as set out in regard to FIG. 2.

The GUI controller component 402 further interacts with a message system component 414. The message system component 414 not only controls the messaging that is presented to the vehicle operator, but also the manner in which the messaging is presented to the vehicle operator, as will be described in greater detail herein.

The GUI controller component 402 also communicates with a dashboard component 416. The dashboard component 416 controls widgets, the widget order, and the menu systems that are presented on the display 308A (FIG. 3). Moreover, the dashboard component 416 is responsible for screen management, e.g., by storing the current screen, next screen, previous screen, etc. The dashboard component 416 also tracks the menus, calibration, checklists, widget display, messaging, text and video messaging, etc.

The GUI controller component 402 also can communicate with a user I/O component 418 to translate the vehicle operator provided inputs into instructions that are interpreted to facilitate a vehicle operator interaction experience when interacting with the graphical user interface 206, 306. For instance, the user I/O 418 can process the touch gesture commands from a vehicle operator touching the display 308A (FIG. 3), or the vehicle operator-operated section of controls within the vehicle operator control section 310 (e.g., button presses), as described in greater detail above.

**Widget Customization:**

According to aspects of the present disclosure, the display (e.g., 308A of FIG. 3) can be utilized to display one or more "widgets". Each widget can represent operating conditions and/or state, environmental conditions and/or state, operator conditions and/or state, combination thereof, etc. For instance, a widget can present the current state of a feature of the industrial vehicle (e.g., battery charge), the current state of a vehicle function or operation (e.g., current vehicle speed), or the current state of some ancillary condition (e.g., environmental condition such as the current time).
For instance, in an example implementation, widgets are used to represent the current state of the vehicle speed, fork height, load weight, battery charge, clock, stop watch, odometer, trip meter, hour meter, time, date, etc. In this regard, the widgets represent "live" data. The current state of data values can be obtained for instance, by the processor of the controller 216 communicating with either a master state data repository on the industrial vehicle 108 (e.g., where the current state of monitored functions is aggregated into a common location), or by communicating (e.g., querying, polling, reading from, etc.) with specific vehicle control modules, sensors, etc., across the vehicle network system 226, via the monitoring I/O 220, or a combination thereof. Also, the current state data can be ascertained by polling or otherwise querying a remote server, e.g., the server 112 described with reference to FIG. 1, which extracts relevant data from the industrial vehicle data repository 116 and communicates that relevant data back to the controller 216.

A widget can also represent an operator-based metric, such as a current state of a task or operation reflecting the level of completion of the task, (e.g., percentage of picks per shift), the current state of an operator-based metric (e.g., operator skill level), a level of correct vehicle operation or environmental behaviors, etc. As with the above, the current state of data values can be obtained for instance, by the processor of the controller 216 communicating with either a master state data repository on the industrial vehicle 108, or by communicating with specific vehicle control modules, sensors, etc., across the vehicle network system 226, via the monitoring I/O 220, or combination thereof. Also, the current state data can be ascertained by polling or otherwise querying a remote server, e.g., the server 112 described with reference to FIG. 1, as noted above.

By way of example, by continually data logging operator-based performance/operation data, e.g., at the server 112 of FIG. 1, widgets can provide a dashboard view of key vehicle and/or operator performance measures. In this regard, the overall data provided in a widget need not be limited to data collected by a specific vehicle. The widget can reflect all of the relevant industrial vehicle data associated with the operator logged into the industrial vehicle, regardless of which industrial vehicle the operator is currently operating.

As noted in greater detail above, the processing device 202 is communicably connected to, or is otherwise integrated with a communications device (e.g., transceiver 212) such that the processing device receives from a remote server
(e.g., server 112), information that is displayed in a widget space that includes information not extracted from the vehicle 108.

Widgets can also be utilized to present industrial vehicle operator performance feedback to the vehicle operator. For instance, a widget can show incorrect vs. correct defined warehouse operational behaviors, e.g., proper use of stop and horn at the end of aisles, proper use of speed zones, etc. By way of illustration, a widget can count the frequency and/or duration of correct behavior events in-between incorrect behavior events. In this regard, information such as skill level, current streak, progress meter, badges, etc., can be integrated into a "grouped" widget, or the displayed information can be simplified to a single metric.

According to yet further aspects of the present disclosure herein, widgets can tie into third party databases to display other information, such as operational information, messages, information from a warehouse management system, feeds (such as from news, sports, weather, etc.).

**Widget Organization:**

Referring to FIG. 5, widgets are organized into an array 500. The array 500 dictates which widgets will be presented, and in which order the widgets will be presented. For instance, a first widget 502(1) is set to the leftmost widget, followed by widgets 502(2), 502(3) ... 502(n), where n is any reasonable number. The vehicle operator can add as many widgets as are available, or as are limited via preferences set in the system management 404 (FIG. 4). Moreover, the vehicle operator can re-arrange the order of presentation of the widgets so that the widgets are appropriately ordered. The first two widgets can be used to set a "Home Screen" that the device can quickly jump to, e.g., to normally display the two most important measures to the vehicle operator. Yet further, the widgets can be configured and ordered from the screen itself, e.g., by the vehicle operator, or the widgets can be set/preset by a manager or via a remote computer, which wirelessly sends the widgets and widget order to the vehicle, such as through the remote server 122 of FIG. 1.

**Graphical User Interface Display Screen:**

Referring to FIG. 6, an example display screen 600 is illustrated. The display screen 600 is an example of a graphical user interface display as presented by the display 308A (FIG. 3). The display screen 600 is conceptually broken down into
a menu selection section 602, a first docked status tray 604A, an optional second
docked status tray 604B, a widget space, e.g., illustrated as a first widget space 606
and a second widget space 608 in this example. In practice, the display screen size
may dictate the number of widget spaces available. As such, aspects herein are not
limited to two widgets per screen.

The menu selection section 602 can be used to access a drop down set of
menus, e.g., to set up/configure the widgets, to set preferences, etc.

The first docked status tray 604A is used to dock a limited number (e.g., 1
to 6) of specific system status icons that are frozen on the screen regardless of which
widgets are displayed. The current status of each vehicle status associated with a
docket icon is presented. Thus, necessary maintenance required, operator
performance tuning level, battery charge, time, a mailbox, a home button etc., can be
frozen so that the vehicle operator can normally see the current state of each docked
feature and access these features regardless of which widgets are being displayed.

The second, optional docked status tray 604B can be used to display an
identifier, e.g., the vehicle operator name or name of another person actively logged
into the vehicle, truck name, company name, location, etc.

Each widget space presents a widget comprising a visual representation of
the current state of an associated function. In the illustrative example, two adjacent
widgets are displayed, e.g., according to the order set by the array 500. Thus, since
widget N-3 is displayed in the first widget space 606, then widget N-2 is displayed in
the second widget space 608. Scrolling the widgets over to the right would shift
widget N-3 into the second widget space 608 and would shift a new widget N-4 into
the first widget space 606. Likewise, scrolling the widgets over to the left would shift
the widget N-2 into the first widget space 606 and shift widget N-1 into the left
widget space 608. This process can continue to scroll through the assigned widgets.
At widget 1 and N, the scrolling can stop or wrap around. An optional widget
position indicator 610 can be utilized to determine the number and position of the
displayed widgets.

In an example implementation, a vehicle operator can only swipe or key to
a different widget when the vehicle is at a full stop. When the travel controls of the
vehicle are engaged, the display screen "snaps" back to a designated "home" position,
such as the first two widgets. Moreover, the graphical user interface may be
configured to have multiple "home" screens, such as to have a home screen for travel
and a home screen for lift operations. Each designated home screen displays one or more widgets that are relevant to the task at hand, e.g., travel, lift, etc. For instance, when traveling, the display can automatically change to a motion home screen that shows relevant travel related widgets, e.g., speed and battery charge. Similarly, when performing a lift operation, the display can automatically change to a lift home screen that shows relevant widgets, e.g., a capacity data monitor, e.g., by providing lift height, weight, rack selection, informational messages, blending information, etc.

As a few illustrative examples, the controller 216 is communicably coupled to vehicle system modules via the vehicle network system 226. As such, the controller extracts from a traction control module 228 (e.g., directly or via a memory/current vehicle state lookup table), an indication as to whether the traction control is engaged. If the current operating state of the traction control module indicates that the traction controls are engaged, the controller causes the display screen to "snap" back to a designated "home" position. Otherwise, the vehicle operator can scroll through the available widgets.

As an illustrative implementation, the controller extracts from a traction control module, an indication as to whether the traction control is engaged on the industrial vehicle, and where the current operating state of the traction control module indicates that the traction controls are engaged, the controller causes the display screen to snap to a designated motion home position. Also, the controller extracts from a hydraulic module, an indication as to whether the forks are engaged in a lift operation on the industrial vehicle, and where the current operating state of the forks are engaged in a lift operation, the controller causes the display screen to snap to a designated lift home position.

In another example, the controller extracts a speed of the vehicle based upon information read from the vehicle network bus and selectively disables operation of the touch gesture commands (and optionally disables the operator controls in the control area 310) when the industrial vehicle exceeds a predetermined speed.

In yet another example, the controller (e.g., controller 216) extracts a speed of the vehicle based upon information read from the vehicle network bus and selectively disables the display of the touch screen when the industrial vehicle exceeds a predetermined speed.
As noted above, the controller of the controller 216 can extract information by communicating across the vehicle network system 226 (or monitoring I/O 220) directly with a vehicle component. Alternatively, the controller can read the current state from a designated memory on the industrial vehicle. For instance, a process on the industrial vehicle (e.g., a process executed by the controller/processor in the controller 216) may be tasked with cyclically collecting and refreshing vehicle state information in the designated memory, e.g., every 100 milliseconds or less. The designated memory thus defines a vehicle state lookup table that can be accessed to make decisions based upon the current operating state of the industrial vehicle. The vehicle state information can be the current state of controllers, sensors, monitors, operator controls, etc. Here, the current state can reflect event codes, component states, component status information, hour meter readings, energy measurements, hydraulic measurements or other relevant data that is associated with a corresponding industrial vehicle. Moreover, this information can be used to create a history of operational data that may vary over time, such as vehicle speed, vehicle temperature, battery state of charge, vehicle proprietary service codes, height, weight and other measurable parameters associated with the load carrying features of the industrial vehicle, operator information, etc.

Messaging:

From time to time, it may be necessary to interrupt the presentation of information on the display 308A to provide instructions, warnings, and other suitable messages to the vehicle operator. In this regard, the graphical user interface 206 (FIG. 2) can support the display of messages in appropriate circumstances. For instance, messages can be organized into various levels, e.g., information, warning, alert, etc. Moreover, displayed messages can persist for a predetermined amount of time, until a vehicle operator clears the message (by pressing the screen or button in the control section 310), until overridden by a more important message, or until cleared by the vehicle, e.g., due to excess vehicle speed or other task where the display content is deemed a distraction.

Referring to FIG. 7, in a first example, a message bar 702 can be displayed across the bottom of the display screen so as to only partially block the lower portion of each displayed widget. Notably, here, the docked icons in the docked status tray 604 are not obscured.
Referring to FIG. 8, in an alternative example, an entire widget space can be temporarily covered up with a message. For instance, in the example implementation, the right-most widget window is temporarily over-ridden with a message. Once the message is cleared, either automatically (times out) or cleared by the vehicle operator, the underlying widget becomes visible again. Again, here, the docked icons in the docked status tray 604 are not obscured.

Referring to FIG. 9, in yet another illustrative example, all viewable widget spaces are temporarily over-ridden with a message. Once the message is cleared, either automatically (times out) or vehicle operator clears the message by pressing a button, e.g., the select button to acknowledge the message, the underlying widget(s) becomes visible again. Yet again however, the docked icons in the docked status tray 604 are not obscured.

Referring to FIG. 10, yet another example message is displayed. Here, the message temporarily covers the bottom portion of the widget window(s) in a manner analogous to that set out with regard to FIG. 7. However, in addition to providing a message, the system requires the vehicle operator to provide feedback, e.g., by selecting an appropriate action, Action 1 icon 1002, Action 2 icon 1004, Action 3 icon 1006 in this example. More or less options can be provided. Moreover, the vehicle operator may be required to provide information, e.g., by filling in a field using a keypad, etc.

In general, the messages can be task-based messages. For instance, a maintenance message may instruct the operator to return the industrial vehicle to a service bay. A battery message may instruct the vehicle operator to return the industrial vehicle to a battery charging station, etc.

The messaging may also be vehicle operation specific, e.g., a warning that the vehicle operator is traveling too fast, is traveling in or near a restricted area such as a bonded area, traveling too close to the loading dock, etc.

Example Graphical User Interface Device:

Referring briefly to FIG. 11, a graphical user interface 1102 is analogous to the graphical user interface component 206 (FIG. 2) and graphical user interface 302 (FIG. 3). The graphical user interface 1102 includes a housing 1104 having a front face 1106 defining a display section 1108 and a vehicle operator control section
1110. A display 1108A within the display section 1108 (e.g., touch screen) illustrates
the display of two widgets, as described with reference to FIGS. 5-10.

The vehicle operator control section 1110 is illustrated as including five
keys/buttons. For instance, as illustrated, the vehicle operator control section 310
includes an up direction button 1110A, a right direction button 1110B, a left direction
button 1110C, a down direction button 1110D, and an enter button 1110E.

Vehicle Operation Controlled Display of Information:

According to aspects of the present disclosure, the operating state of the
industrial vehicle can be used to selectively modify, lock out, change, or otherwise
modify the information viewable on the display. For instance, as noted in greater
detail herein, the GUI controller component 402 (e.g., via the controller 216) can
communicate with vehicle components across the vehicle network system 226. As
such, in an illustrative implementation, the controller extracts an event, such as a
speed of the vehicle, fork height, load weight, load contents, etc., and based upon
information read from the vehicle network system, selectively modifies, controls,
augments, disables, etc., operation of the touch gesture commands and/or operator
controls in the controls section 310 when the industrial vehicle exceeds a
predetermined threshold associated with the event. Any number of events and
thresholds can be detected and used to modify the performance of the graphical user
interface in any desired combination.

As yet another example, the controller can extract speed of the vehicle
based upon information read from the vehicle network system, and selectively
disables the display of the touch screen, e.g., to hide the widgets, when the industrial
vehicle exceeds a predetermined speed. As still another example, the system can
disable tap and swipe (as well as key entered information) unless the vehicle is at a
stop. As another example, when the vehicle starts to travel, the dashboard can
transition back to the first two widgets, e.g., implementing a return to Home Screen
functionality.

Calibration:

With reference to the FIGURES generally, the graphical user interface 206
can be used to walk a vehicle operator through a calibration process, e.g., to calibrate
one or more vehicle functions, e.g., to set time/date, to calibrate load sensors, set operation set points, etc.

Operator Login:
The display screen can present a vehicle operator login prompt. If the vehicle operator fails to provide a proper operator ID, the controller 402 of the processing device 202 can communicate with the power enabling and conditioning circuitry 218 to temporarily disable all or part of the vehicle (e.g., limit travel speed to a limp mode/crawl), etc. The interaction between the control component 402 and the power enabling and control circuitry 218 also enables a "push to start" feature to start the industrial vehicle for normal operation by pressing a special button graphically displayed in the graphical user interface.

Messages:
The robustness of the graphical user interface, in combination with the integration of the processor to vehicle operator login, and communication with a remote server facilitates the ability to send and receive electronic messages to the vehicle operator. At appropriate times, e.g., when the industrial vehicle is not moving, the message contents can be directed to the graphical user interface. If an event is detected, such as the industrial vehicle moving, lifting or otherwise working, the messages can be automatically disabled. A message icon can be one of the docked icons in the docket status tray 604.

Rich Display Screen:
At designated times, e.g., when the industrial vehicle is not moving, the graphical user interface can also be utilized to display rich, graphic intensive information, such as operators manuals, maintenance repair manuals, schematics for maintenance personnel, etc. Where an image, text, etc. is too large to fit into the viewing area of the display screen, the user can use the controls to navigate up, down, left and right to move parts of the image, text, etc., into the viewable area of the display screen.
Miscellaneous:

In an example implementation, the processing device includes a vehicle network bus connection, e.g., a connection to the vehicle network system/bus 226 of the industrial vehicle as best described with reference to FIG. 2.

In an example implementation, the controller is further operatively programmed to extract a speed of the vehicle based upon information read from the vehicle network bus, and selectively disable operation of at least one gesture command when the extracted speed exceeds a predetermined speed threshold. The controller can also disable operation of at least one control (e.g., on button).

Moreover, all user inputs (gesture commands and controls) can be disabled, or any combination thereof can be disabled.

In another example implementation, the controller is further operatively programmed to extract a speed of the vehicle based upon information read from the vehicle network bus, and selectively disable the display of the touch screen when the extracted speed exceeds a predetermined speed threshold.

In yet another example implementation, the touch screen display graphically displays a widget space for displaying a widget comprising a visual representation of a current state of an associated component of the industrial vehicle. Here, the controller is further operatively programmed to extract the current state of the associated component of the industrial vehicle by communicating with at least one electronic component across the vehicle network bus.

Moreover, as noted in the examples above, in example configurations, the touch screen display further graphically displays a menu selection section, and a docked status tray that graphically displays at least one icon, each icon representing the current state of a vehicle component. Here, the controller is further operatively programmed to periodically extract the current state of each vehicle component associated with an icon in the docked status tray by submitting a query across the vehicle network bus to at least one industrial vehicle electronic component. For instance, the widget space can display the current state of at least one of battery charge, vehicle speed, or fork lift height.

As another example, the controller can be further operatively programmed to receive information from another component of the industrial vehicle (e.g., a transceiver in communication with a remote server, memory, query engine, etc.), and interact with the touch screen display to cause the widget space to display the current
state of at least one of environmental state, and a task-based state reflecting the level of completion of the task. For instance, the controller can interact with a communications device such that the controller receives from a remote server, information that is displayed in the widget space that includes information not extracted from the vehicle.

Likewise, the controller can be further operatively programmed to receive information from another component of the industrial vehicle (e.g., the transceiver in communication with a remote server) and interact with the touch screen display to cause the widget space to display the current state of at least one measure of operator performance. As an example, the controller can be operatively programmed to cause the touch screen display to display a count of the frequency and/or duration of correct behavior events in-between incorrect behavior events.

In still a further example, the controller can be further operatively programmed to receive information from another component of the industrial vehicle, and interact with the touch screen display to cause the widget space to be temporarily interrupted to display a message across a lower portion of the widget space that is removed after a period of time.

In addition and/or alternatively, the controller can be further operatively programmed to receive information from another component of the industrial vehicle, and interact with the touch screen display to cause the widget space to be temporarily interrupted to display a message across the entirety of a single widget space that is removed after a period of time. In addition and/or alternatively, the controller can be further operatively programmed to receive information from another component of the industrial vehicle, and interact with the touch screen display to temporarily display a message across the entirety of all displayed widget spaces for a period of time.

In yet further example configurations, the controller is operatively programmed to clear the displayed message after any one of the vehicle operator presses a designated area of the touch screen, a button in the vehicle operator control area, or a combination thereof, the message times out, the message is cleared to display a higher priority message, or the message is cleared to clear the display screen based upon a designated operating characteristic of the vehicle. For instance, the controller can be operatively programmed to clear the message from the display screen based upon a designated operating characteristic of the vehicle if the controller detects that the industrial vehicle is traveling in excess of a predetermined speed.
In example configurations the controller controls the touch display screen such that the widget space snaps to a first home position displaying at least one designated widget when the vehicle is not stationary. In other example configurations, the controller controls the touch display screen such that the widget space snaps to a first home position displaying at least one designated widget when the vehicle traction control is engaged. As an example, the controller extracts from a traction control module, an indication as to whether the traction control is engaged on the industrial vehicle, and where the current operating state of the traction control module indicates that the traction controls are engaged, the controller causes the display screen to snap to a designated home position.

In yet another example configuration, the controller controls the touch display screen such that the widget space snaps to a second home position displaying at least one designated widget when the vehicle lift control is engaged.

As yet another example, the controller extracts from a traction control module, an indication as to whether the traction control is engaged on the industrial vehicle, and where the current operating state of the traction control module indicates that the traction controls are engaged, the controller causes the display screen to snap to a designated motion home position. Also, the controller extracts from a hydraulic module, an indication as to whether the forks are engaged in a lift operation on the industrial vehicle, and where the current operating state of the forks are engaged in a lift operation, the controller causes the display screen to snap to a designated lift home position.

**Computer System Overview:**

Referring to FIG. 12, a schematic block diagram illustrates an exemplary computer system 1200 for implementing the processing device of FIG. 2, the controller 216 of FIG. 2, the control architecture 400 of FIG. 4, or other processing structures set out more fully herein. The exemplary computer system 1200 includes one or more (hardware) microprocessors (µP) 1210 and corresponding (hardware) memory 1220 (e.g., random access memory and/or read only memory) that are connected to a system bus 1230. Information can be passed between the system bus 1230 and an optional data bus 1240 by a suitable bridge 1250. The data bus 1240 is used to interface peripherals with the one or more microprocessors (µP) 1210, such as storage 1260 (e.g., solid state hard disk drive); removable media storage devices 1270.
(e.g., flash drives, etc.); I/O devices 1280 (e.g., the graphical user interface 206, a
universal serial bus (USB) interface, etc.); and one or more adapters 1290. The
adapters 1290, where provided, allow the microprocessor 1210 to communicate across
one or more of the vehicle network systems (e.g., 226 of FIG. 2). In this regard,
example adapters 1290 can include Bluetooth, Ethernet, CAN bus, RS422, LIN Bus,
WIFI, cellular, etc.

The above list of peripherals is presented by way of illustration, and is not
intended to be limiting. Other peripheral devices may be suitably integrated into the
computer system 1200. The memory 1220, storage 1260, removable media insertable
into the removable media storage 1270 or combinations thereof, can be used to
implement the processes, configurations, interfaces and other aspects set out and
described herein.

The microprocessor(s) 1210 control operation of the exemplary computer
system 1200. Moreover, one or more of the microprocessor(s) 1210 execute
computer readable code that instructs the microprocessor(s) 1210 to implement the
processes herein. The computer readable code may be stored for instance, in the
memory 1220, storage 1260, removable media storage device 1270 or other suitable
tangible storage medium accessible by the microprocessor(s) 1210. The memory
1220 can also function as a working memory, e.g., to store data, an operating system,
etc.

The processes herein may be implemented as a machine-executable
process executed on a computer system, e.g., one or more of the processing devices
102 of FIG. 1, on a particular computing device such as the vehicle computer
processing device 202 described with reference to FIGS. 2-11, on the control
architecture 400 of FIG. 4, on a system 1200 of FIG. 12, or combination thereof. In
this regard, the processes herein may be implemented on a computer-readable storage
device (e.g., computer-readable storage hardware) that stores machine-executable
program code, where the program code instructs a processor to implement the
described method/process. The processes herein may also be executed by a processor
coupled to memory, where the processor is programmed by program code stored in
the memory, to perform the described process.

Computer program code for carrying out operations for aspects of the
present invention may be written in any combination of one or more programming
languages. The program code may execute entirely on the computer system 1200 or
partly on the computer system 1200. In the latter scenario, the remote computer may be connected to the computer system 1200 through any type of network connection, e.g., using the network adapter 1290 of the computer system 1200.

In implementing computer aspects of the present disclosure, any combination of computer-readable medium may be utilized. The computer-readable medium may be a computer readable signal medium, a computer-readable storage medium, or a combination thereof. Moreover, a computer-readable storage medium may be implemented in practice as one or more distinct mediums.

A computer-readable signal medium is a transitory propagating signal *per se*. A computer-readable signal medium may include computer readable program code embodied therein, for example, as a propagated data signal in baseband or as part of a carrier wave. However, specifically, a computer-readable signal medium does not encompass a computer-readable storage medium.

A computer-readable storage medium is a tangible device/hardware that can retain and store a program (instructions) for use by or in connection with an instruction execution system, apparatus, or device, e.g., a computer or other processing device set out more fully herein. Notably, a computer-readable storage medium does not encompass a computer-readable signal medium. Thus, a computer readable storage medium, as used herein, is not to be construed as being transitory signals *per se*, such as radio waves or other freely propagating electromagnetic waves through a transmission media.

Specific examples (a non-exhaustive list) of the computer-readable storage medium include the following: a hard disk, a random access memory (RAM), a read-only memory (ROM), an erasable programmable read-only memory (EPROM), Flash memory, or any suitable combination of the foregoing. In particular, a computer-readable storage medium includes computer-readable hardware such as a computer-readable storage device, e.g., memory. Here, a computer-readable storage device and computer-readable hardware are physical, tangible implementations that are non-transitory.

By non-transitory, it is meant that, unlike a transitory propagating signal *per se*, which will naturally cease to exist, the contents of the computer-readable storage device or computer-readable hardware that define the claimed subject matter persists until acted upon by an external action. For instance, program code loaded into random access memory (RAM) is deemed non-transitory in that the content will
persist until acted upon, e.g., by removing power, by overwriting, deleting, modifying, etc.

Moreover, since hardware comprises physical element(s) or component(s) of a corresponding computer system, hardware does not encompass software, per se.

The terminology used herein is for the purpose of describing particular embodiments only and is not intended to be limiting of the invention. As used herein, the singular forms "a," "an," and "the" are intended to include the plural forms as well, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise. It will be further understood that the terms "comprises" and/or "comprising," when used in this specification, specify the presence of stated features, integers, steps, operations, elements, and/or components, but do not preclude the presence or addition of one or more other features, integers, steps, operations, elements, components, and/or groups thereof.

The description of the present disclosure has been presented for purposes of illustration and description, but is not intended to be exhaustive or limited to the invention in the form disclosed. Many modifications and variations will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art without departing from the scope and spirit of the invention.

Having thus described the invention of the present application in detail and by reference to embodiments thereof, it will be apparent that modifications and variations are possible without departing from the scope of the invention defined in the appended claims.
CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A processing device having a graphical user interface that mounts on an industrial vehicle, comprising:
   a housing having a front face, the front face defining a control section and a display section;
   a touch screen display within the display section of the front face of the housing;
   a set of controls arranged within the control section of the front face of the housing;
   and
   a controller communicably connected to the touch screen display and each control of the set of controls, wherein the controller is operatively programmed to detect gesture commands entered by an operator through interaction with the touch screen display, and to detect operator interactions with the set of controls such that:
      an up swipe gesture command implemented on the touch screen display and operation of a first control in the set of controls designated as an up control both map to a first graphical user interface command;
      a right swipe gesture command implemented on the touch screen display and operation of a second control in the set of controls designated as a right control both map to a second graphical user interface command;
      a left swipe gesture command implemented on the touch screen display and operation of a third control in the set of controls designated as a left control both map to a third graphical user interface command;
      a down swipe gesture command implemented on the touch screen display and operation of a fourth control in the set of controls designated as a down control both map to a fourth graphical user interface command; and
      a select gesture command implemented on the touch screen display and operation of a fifth control in the set of controls designated as a select control both map to a fifth graphical user interface command.
2. The processing device of claim 1, wherein:
   the first control is implemented as a first button assigned to the up control;
   the second control is implemented as a second button assigned to the right control;
   the third control is implemented as a third button assigned to the left control;
   the fourth control is implemented as a fourth button assigned to the down control; and
   the fifth control is implemented as a fifth button assigned to the select control.

3. The processing device of claim 1, wherein:
   the second control and the third control are implemented as a single encoder control, where the second control is implemented by rotating the encoder in a first direction and the third control is implemented by rotating the encoder in a second direction opposite the first direction.

4. The processing device of claim 1 further comprising:
   a vehicle network bus connection that couples the controller to a vehicle network bus of the industrial vehicle;
   wherein:
   the controller is further operatively programmed to extract a speed of the vehicle based upon information read from the vehicle network bus, and selectively disable operation of at least one gesture command when the extracted speed exceeds a predetermined speed threshold.

5. The processing device of claim 1 further comprising:
   a vehicle network bus connection that couples the controller to a vehicle network bus of the industrial vehicle;
   wherein:
   the controller is further operatively programmed to extract a speed of the vehicle based upon information read from the vehicle network bus, and selectively disable the display of the touch screen when the extracted speed exceeds a predetermined speed threshold.
6. The processing device of claim 1 further comprising:

   a vehicle network bus connection that couples the controller to a vehicle network bus of the industrial vehicle;

   wherein:

   the touch screen display graphically displays:

   a widget space for displaying a widget comprising a visual representation of a current state of an associated component of the industrial vehicle; and

   the controller is further operatively programmed to extract the current state of the associated component of the industrial vehicle by communicating with at least one electronic component across the vehicle network bus.

7. The processing device of claim 6, wherein the touch screen display further graphically displays:

   a menu selection section; and

   a docked status tray that graphically displays at least one icon, each icon representing the current state of a vehicle component;

   wherein the controller is further operatively programmed to periodically extract the current state of each vehicle component associated with an icon in the docked status tray by submitting a query across the vehicle network bus to at least one industrial vehicle electronic component.

8. The processing device of claim 6, wherein the widget space displays the current state of at least one of battery charge, vehicle speed, or fork lift height.

9. The processing device of claim 6, wherein the controller is further operatively programmed to receive information from another component of the industrial vehicle, and interact with the touch screen display to cause the widget space to display the current state of at least one of environmental state, and a task-based state reflecting the level of completion of the task.

10. The processing device of claim 6, wherein the controller is further operatively programmed to receive information from another component of the industrial vehicle, and interact with the touch screen display to cause the widget space to display the
current state of at least one measure of operator performance.

11. The processing device of claim 6, wherein the controller is further operatively programmed to receive information from another component of the industrial vehicle, and interact with the touch screen display to cause the widget space to be temporarily interrupted to display a message across a lower portion of the widget space that is removed after a period of time.

12. The processing device of claim 6, wherein the controller is further operatively programmed to receive information from another component of the industrial vehicle, and interact with the touch screen display to cause the widget space to be temporarily interrupted to display a message across the entirety of a single widget space that is removed after a period of time.

13. The processing device of claim 6, wherein the controller is further operatively programmed to receive information from another component of the industrial vehicle, and interact with the touch screen display to temporarily display a message across the entirety of all displayed widget spaces for a period of time.

14. The processing device of claim 11, wherein the controller is operatively programmed to clear the displayed message after any one of:

   the vehicle operator presses a designated area of the touch screen, a button in the vehicle operator control area, or a combination thereof;
   the message times out;
   the message is cleared to display a higher priority message;
   the message is cleared to clear the display screen based upon a designated operating characteristic of the vehicle.

15. The processing device of claim 14, wherein the controller is operatively programmed to clear the message from the display screen based upon a designated operating characteristic of the vehicle if the controller detects that the industrial vehicle is traveling in excess of a predetermined speed.
16. The processing device of claim 6, wherein the controller controls the touch display screen such that the widget space snaps to a first home position displaying at least one designated widget when the vehicle is not stationary.

17. The processing device of claim 6, wherein the controller controls the touch display screen such that the widget space snaps to a first home position displaying at least one designated widget when the vehicle traction control is engaged.

18. The processing device of claim 17, wherein the controller controls the touch display screen such that the widget space snaps to a second home position displaying at least one designated widget when the vehicle lift control is engaged.

19. The processing device of claim 6 further comprising:

   a communications device communicably connected to the controller such that the controller receives from a remote server, information that is displayed in the widget space that includes information not extracted from the vehicle.

20. The processing device of claim 6, wherein:

   the controller is operatively programmed to cause the touch screen display to display a count of the frequency and/or duration of correct behavior events in-between incorrect behavior events.

21. The processing device of claim 1, further comprising:

   a vehicle network connector connects the controller to at least one vehicle network bus,

   wherein:

   the controller extracts from a traction control module, an indication as to whether the traction control is engaged on the industrial vehicle, and where the current operating state of the traction control module indicates that the traction controls are engaged, the controller causes the display screen to snap to a designated home position.

22. The processing device of claim 1, further comprising:
a vehicle network connector connects the controller to at least one vehicle network bus,

wherein:

the controller extracts from a traction control module, an indication as to whether the traction control is engaged on the industrial vehicle, and where the current operating state of the traction control module indicates that the traction controls are engaged, the controller causes the display screen to snap to a designated motion home position; and

the controller extracts from a hydraulic module, an indication as to whether the forks are engaged in a lift operation on the industrial vehicle, and where the current operating state of the forks are engaged in a lift operation, the controller causes the display screen to snap to a designated lift home position.
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